INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper [Z] , the following system of equations was treated as a model of the Boltzmann equation g+vz ' = 1 Qp (t > 0, E > 0, x real, et E (vX ,..., By)), I$ p(t, x, w) = f@, w). U.1)
In Eq. (l.l), p = p,(l, X, V) and Q = (& is a symmetric negative semidefinite N x N matrix which has a $-dimensional nullspace X( 1 4 d < N) and Q%~ f 0; er = diag (v,) , where the numbers (vJ are real and distinct; f is an N-tupIe of nice functions of x. The Navier-Stokes equations are the second in a hierarchy of approximate equations (the first being Euler) for the hydrodynamical moments of solutions of Eq. (1.1) with E = 1. For the special orthonormal basis (e&'); 1 < k < dl of Jy" introduced in [Z] , it was shown that the Navier-Stokes equations for the moments n&, x) = (p, et') f C p(t, x, q) et'(q)
In the previous equation {a\")} and (@lf) are constants of the problem (defined in Subsection 2A) and 01's" f 01:"~) > 0 (proved in Lemma 2.1 below). Also, . denotes a/at, and ' a/ax.
We define functions m,(t, X) which are solutions of the uncoupled heat equations
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the asymptotic behavior as t + CO of the functions n,(t, N -at), 1 tends to zero like l/t as t -+ co. Since nzk tends to zero as t---f gr, at the exact rate t-liz, uniformly for x in compacta (see Proposition 2.4), the first part of Theorem 1 gives the asymptotic form of ~z~(t, h: -@t) as t + NJ. We first prove the theorem under the following assumption.
(C) The numbers {$"} are distinct. In [l ; Section 61 it was shown that (C) holds in cases of physical interest; e.g., if& = span{a"; 0 <.j < d -1). The theorem is proved in Section 2. In Section 3, we show how to extend the method in the case when (C) fails.
Our method of proof has close connections with the general method of Sirovich [S] for the asymptotic evaluation of a class of multidimensional integrals. He obtained estimates of the type (1.4)-(1.5), but with a slightly larger remainder term. Estimates of the type (1.6) take advantage of the oscillatory character of the integrand and do not appear to have been considered in Ref. [8] .
The significance of Theorem 1 is best grasped in the context of the limit theorems proved in [2] . These results imply that $7 (P,(4 x, *), et'(*)> =fk(x + $'t>, (1.7)
h-l (ps((tje), x -aI"' (t/e), -), et'(-)) = m,(t, 3). (14 A problem posed in [2, Section 51 was to discover the relationship between these limit results and the equations of hydrodynamics associated with Eq. (1.1). As we showed in Ref. [2] , the aggregate of functions (fic(x + &%)) solves the Euler equations associated with Eq. (1.1). Therefore, one of the points of the present research is to connect the Navier-Stokes equations for Eq. (1.1) with the second limit theorem (1.8) for pE . Also, comparing Eqs. (1.4) and (1.8) h s ows that in a certain sense the Boltzmann equation and the Navier-Stokes equations are asymptotic as t +-co. All these remarks should be compared to those of Grad [S, pp. 175-180; and 31.
Finally, we point out that the statement and proof of Theorem 1 apply equally well to the so-called "one dimensional linearized Navier-Stokes equations" [7, 91 pt + %z = 0 (7, h > 0, P = G)9, 2)' is of the form (1.2) f or some choice of the symmetric nonnegative matrix ,!j'). But these @cJ cannot be computed from a nzodel Boltxmarzn equation vi: theformula (2.5). Indeed, (1.2)' is usually derived from the three dimensional Navier-Stokes equations by specializing to solutions independent of (y, z).
We end this Introduction by stating several extra results for p, which emphasize even more the deep duality between the problems (1.1) and (1.2). The three statements in the next theorem correspond respectively to Eqs. for 01 6 &xp2..., a~"') and any positive integer n.
The first statement (1.9) was noted in Ref.
[Z], but the other two are new. The proof of Theorem 2 is entirely analogous to that of Theorem 1, as we shall point out at the end of the next section.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
This section is divided into four subsections. In Subsection 2A we state some facts from linear algebra which are needed in the proof. In 2B, we prove Eq. (1.4) in Theorem 1 as well as the statement on the decay of 1n8 as t -+ co. In 2C, we give the proofs of three key lemmas stated in 2A. In 2D, we prove Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) in Th eorem 1 and remark onthe proof of Theorem 2.
2A. Preliminaries on Linear Algebraa
We first define the constants appearing in Eqs. We define the constants LX:") in Eq. (1.2) by (2.4) 5) where Q-l denotes the inverse of Q as a symmetric negative definite operator from ML to .,Ni. The @') are well-defined since by Eq. (2.4)
One can show that @' = .kkk'. The fact that c@' > 0 is stated in the following lemma, the proof of which we save for Subsection 2C. In order to prove Theorem 1, we consider the eigenvalue problem for the matrix AA + PB, h complex, where A and B are the d x d matrices defined
We define ,$(A) and gi(X), 1 < j < d, to be the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions of AA + PB:
(AA + X28 gj(4 = A(4 gjO>, (2.6) where the g,(h) are normalized so that (g?(A), gj(X)> = 1. In general, (-, *) denotes the complex inner product on VP. We also define Yi,#), 1 < j < d, 1 ,< K < d -1, to be the component matrices of AA + PB[6, pp. 173-1741. These are the matrices which appear in the decomposition of the matrix exponential
Later on we shall need the facts stated in the next two lemmas concerning the behavior of Pi(h) and Yj,JA) for h -P 0 and for h -03. The proofs are given in Subsection 2C. We point out that (2.10) and Lemma 2.3 will be proven without the use of condition (C). Proof oflemma 2.1. The formula for a2 (") = aLkk) follows from Eq. (2.5). Since Q is negative semidefinite, the lemma will be shown once we prove y + 0. But if y = 0, then ZJ~ = -ol:') whenever ep'(ui) f 0. Let 2 = {i : er)(q) = 0). Since e0 (') f 0, we know that j 2 j < 1V -l(l Z 1 denotes the number of elements of Z). If 1 2 1 < N -2, then zji = -cik' for at least two different values of i, which contradicts the fact that the {vi> are distinct. and so is bounded uniformly in x and t. As Eq. (2.31) for n 3 2 now follows by induction, we are finished. v
We end Section 2 with remarks on the proof of Theorem 2. Statement (1.9) was pointed out at the end of Section 3 in Ref. [2] . Its proof is entirely analogous to that of its counterpart Eq. 1 I) follow from the work of this subsection.
REFORMULATION OF THEOREM I WHEN CONDITION (C) FAILS
We first recall a result which is needed later (this was Proposition 2A. This last statement follows from writing T+(t, X) as a convolution in x-space and estimating this integral We omit the details.
We now turn to the general case. Relabel the distinct eigenvalues of A:
al -c ... < ak, where 1 < k < d. Let (Pj)rsjjgr; be the orthogonal projections onto the eigenspaces of A: P,P$a = 0 for j +f, t Pj = I, AP, = P,A = aiPj . The first member on the right-hand side of Eq, (3.9) is a sum where 77zjE is the vector solution of the heat equation (77Zj')' = bjz(77Zj)*y mj7(Of, x) = Pj"f(.x).
We now state the analogue of Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5). In the special case that each subspace il/fi" has dimension 1, the result (3.10) has exactly the same form as our main result (1.4)-(1.5) (when condition (C) holds). In the case of Eq. (1.61, the methods of the previous section yield the identical conclusion: for any ra = I, 2,..., n(t, N -at) = O(l/ta>, as t -+ co, ifcx $ {a, ,..~, ah,>.
